Subtle radiographic signs of hamate body fracture: a diagnosis not to miss in the emergency department.
Hamate fractures are estimated to represent 1.7% of all carpal fractures and can occur at the hamulus (hook) or hamate body depending on mechanism of injury. Fractures of the hamate body can be exceedingly difficult to identify on standard wrist and hand radiographs in the emergency department. If the diagnosis is missed in the emergency department, orthopedic referral is often delayed. This can result in lasting functional disability for the patient, as these fractures have a propensity to destabilize the fourth and fifth carpometacarpal (CMC) joints. In this pictorial essay, we present six radiographic signs indicative of hamate body fracture with computed tomography (CT) imaging correlation. Injury mechanism and fracture classification schemes are portrayed to aid in the understanding of these injuries. Once radiographs raise suspicion for a hamate body fracture, further characterization with CT and orthopedic referral is paramount. Goals of orthopedic management include reestablishment of the fourth and fifth CMC articular surface, stabilization of the CMC joints, and appropriate treatment of concomitant soft tissue injury.